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verbal — what you say
WHY WALK WHEN YOU CAN FLY
How does a theme hit you? Suddenly? Randomly?
Serendipitously?

Sometimes, yes.
This one sure did!
This one fluttered across my mind, out of the blue,
like a butterfly fluttering above my wrist,
like a feather floating onto my shoe.
It came to me, gently, landing on my imagination
— resting there, filing me with light and wonder. It
elevated my spirit, lifted me to an airy, optimistic
space beyond deadline and detail.
It came to me as a question —
Why walk when you can run?
And then my brain twisted it in glee like a party
clown delights children with balloon dachshunds —
Why walk, when you can FLY!
It was that simple and that profound.
No need to walk . . . take off! Float. Glide. Soar! FLY!
MIXED METAPHOR
We decided to use this verbal in the Fall. You know
how that goes — you spin out your visual/verbal
masterpiece, and then before yearbook distribution
something happens that puts a NEW spin on it.

visual — what you see
OUR FONTS
I used the AHJ News Gothic font family, primarily
these typefaces:

AHJ News Gothic Light
AHJ News Gothic Bold
AHJ News Gothic Light Oblique
AHJ News Gothic Bold Oblique
OUR COLORS
Our color pallet was inspired by the sky, of course!
Plus, I pulled color from the wings which I found on
stock.adobe.com.

Normally, a yearbook colophon would be in CMYK
blends, but since everything EXPO is digital, the
colors below are in RGB:
FLY BLUE
RGB 0, 0, 117
CLEAR BLUE SKIES
RGB 0, 134, 184
BOMB POP BLUE
RGB 0, 174, 239

That happened on May 27 when Top Gun: Maverick
released. It’s such an i n c r e d i b l e movie that
we just couldn’t help ourselves, so we implore you to
forgive our many mixed metaphors — We’re gonna’
soar on eagles wings and we’re gonna’ speed across
the sky in jets! It’s all flying!

BRIGHTER TOMORROW
RGB 255, 213, 88

Besides, sometimes flying is frightful. Sure, gliding
like an eagle is oh so lovely, but racing at Mach 10
most certainly is not, and sometimes, sometimes we
fall right out of the sky. You know how Buzz mocks
Woody saying he’s not flying, he’s “falling with style”?
And you know how Taylor warns us that “Falling feels
like flying til the bone crush”? Yes, we’ll fall . . . time
and again.

COLORADO CREAMSICLE
RGB 247, 109, 52

But also . . . time and again . . . we get back up and
try, try, try to fly, fly fly.
So, friends, let’s get up there together! Let’s look
skyward, seek the sun, spread our wings, and do
what Seal sings . . . “Fly like an eagle!”

WATERMELON SUMMER
RGB 219, 38, 127

By the way, always, always, always
give your CMYK blends custom names
that go with your theme! Not only does it
make your design work all the more fun,
but also it delights yerds when they read
your colophon!
Happy yearbooking and happy flying,
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